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Publication
To demonstrate openness and transparency, all governance group papers will now
be published on the website of Social Security Scotland. All governance group
papers should be written in line with the Writing for Publication Guidance.
Papers which contain sensitive information which should not be published must set
out the reasons why. The author must identify the relevant exemption which should
apply. The exemption should be stated in the section below, with the reasoning for
this decision. Please speak to the Data Protection and Information Governance
team before submitting your paper if you are unsure which exemption may apply.
1. I am aware that this paper may be published in the public domain and I am
content for the information to be published.☐
2. I believe information in this paper should be withheld from publication and that an
exemption applies. ☒
2.1. Please state the exemption and explain your reasoning:
I have applied the following redactions throughout the paper:
Section 30(b)(ii) - the free and frank exchange of views for the purposes of
deliberation. Work is still in progress on a number of these recommendations and
action may change and require consultation across Social Security Scotland and
wider Scottish Government.
Section 30(c) of FOISA concerns information which, if disclosed, would otherwise,
or would otherwise be likely to, prejudice substantially the effective conduct of
public affairs. This information covers a number of audit recommendations that deal
with a sensitive nature of business. Progress on actions is not complete, and
therefore to disclose at this point could impact decisions taken in the future.
35(1)(a) The exemption applies to content which has been redacted, in the main in
relation to sensitive information in relation to our defences which could be exploited
to enable fraud.

This paper provided an update on all audit recommendations.
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